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WORD FROM THE E XECUTIVE D IRECTOR
I am delighted to once again communicate to you in our mouth piece,
UNAPD Update, more especially in
this space, where I update you about
some of the key activities of UNAPD. I hope that you normally find
this update vital. I am happy to note
that imp lementation of our new
Disability Rights Awareness Proje ct,
has star ted. Activities kicked off
ED Meldah
with sensitization of the Board and
Tumukunde
staff about the UN Convention on
the Rights of Persons with Disabilities. This is a tripar tite
project implemen ted by Uganda N ational Action on
Physical Dis ability, Mental Health Uganda an d National
Association of the Deaf-Blind. UNAPD will implement
the project in the districts of Rakai and N tungamo.
In January, we hosted Frede and Bir igit from the Danish
Brain Injury Association (DBIA), Denmark, who support
our Uganda Br ain Injury Support Project (UBISP). During
their stay, they conducte d a mid-term revie w of the
UBISP project where they inter acted with proje ct beneficiaries and s takeholders. The two, Frede and Birgit, were
impressed particular ly with the innovative activities of Self
-Help Group members and the progress of the proje ct.
We also had final discussions in preparation for the start
of the Labour Market project in April, 09.
In a related development, UNAPD toge ther with her
partners DHF and DBIA will carr y out an e valu ation with
the intention of determining the impact cre ated by the
partnership that has ex isted for a while. M ichae l Larsen is
expected to be in Uganda soon to star t off the exercise. I
call upon all of you to respond positively whenever called
upon to participate.
I am also happy to inform you that Action on Disability
and Development (ADD) has expressed commitment to
continue con tributing towards UNAPD’s operational
costs in addition to other activities this year. A focal person in the names of Mr. Aloysious Kiribaki has been assigned to work with UNAPD in s trengthening the p artnership. We are ye t to sign an ATS for 2009.
UNAPD has embarked on the process of developing a
new five-year str ategic plan, after the expiry of the
‘current’ one. A consultan t was identified and the process
is on-going. The plan will provide a strategic direction to
UNAPD for the next five years, 2009-2013. I once again
call for your support.
Finally, I thank all our members who particip ated in the
International Day of the Disabled (IDD) celebrations in
Mbarara dis trict in December 2008, par ticu larly those
who came from as far as Eastern, Central and Northern
Uganda. Your attendan ce and contribu tion to this function was of paramount importan ce to UNAPD in p articular and the Disab ility Fratern ity in general.
You will find more of these stories inside.

EDITORIAL

Union
in diversity
We welcome you to our first edit ion of UNAPD Update
this year. We hope that the first two months have been
good for you, and wish you a delightful remaining part of
the year. In this edition and subsequent ones, we shall
highlight the various types of physical disabilities. UNAPD is a unique unidisability organisation, as its members are similar but the same. There are over 15 types
of physical disabilities, so we thought that it is necessary
for our members to be able to know which type they
fall, and to identify and register fellow members depending on the nature and kinds of their physical
disabilities.
The types are: polio survivors, brain injury and cerebral
palsy, birth defects, clubfoot, spinal cord injury, spinal
bifida, burns and amputations, elephantiasis, dwarfism
and gigantism, persons w ith rheumatism, leprosy, hip
problems, backbone deformities, muscular dystrophy
and muscular atrophy, juvenile arthritis and bone infections. There are other physical disabilities which are of a
multiple nature; combining two or more of the above
types. In each type of physical disability, we shall highlight
its causes, signs, and ways how you can manage and live
with it.
There is a widespread misconception that physical disability and UNAPD in particular is an organisation of polio survivors. It’s true that most members of UNAPD
are polio survivors, but this does not mean that the organisation is only for polio survivors. Publishing of the
various kinds of physical disabilities, therefore, comes in
at the right time to correct this misconception.
In this edition, we have also run a story about Irene
Nabifuge, who has lived with rheumatism for all her life
time. Rheumatism is a serious and disabling physical disability but little is known about it. Very few doctors in
Uganda know this disease, and many confuse it with
sickle cells. So persons with rheumatism live with horrible pain, or silently die of the disease because of failure
to diagnose it and get remedies.
We hope this information will be very important first to
our members to know which category of physical disability they fall and how to manage it. This information will
also enable them to identify and register fellow members
within the same family of physical disability from a point
of knowledge. Don’t hesitate to contact us if you need
some clarification on any issues. I wish you nice
reading.
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WORD FROM THE CHAIRMAN

Accessibility Project registers great stride
Let me use the
opportunity of
this first issue
of
UNAPD
Update
this
year to welcome you all
into the New
Year 2009 and
thank you for
the hard work
in promoting
Hon. James Mwandha disability rights
Chairman UNAPD
during
last
year.
The
struggle continues. I wish also to congratulate you upon your active participation in lobbying for the ratification of the
Convention on the Rights of PWDs and
participating in International Day of Persons with Disabilities celebrations in
Mbarara in December. You demonstrated a high level of solidarity within
the disability movement, and if we keep
together like this in the subsequent years,
I am sure our common voice will be lo ud
enough not to be ignored.
On a sad note, death robbed the disability fraternity of Mr. Jack Mirembe, former
Principal Officer in Charge of Disability in
the Ministry of Gender, Labour and Social Development. Jack was one of the
very first Ugandans to study disability at
masters’ degree level in the UK. He
served the department of disability with
total commitment and we used to refer
to him as the father of disabled persons
in Uganda. His service in the department
of disability was always beyond the call of
duty and at all times committed to promotion and protection of the rights of
disabled persons. Those of us who knew
him well will always miss him. May the
Almighty rest his soul in eternal peace.
This year, UNAPD is going to continue
to strive to break the biggest barrier in
society that prevents people with physical
disabilities in particular and PWDs in
general from accessing their rights on
equal basis like other citizens. This is the
inaccessible physical environment. Our
Capacity Building and Accessibility Project is entering its third year of implementation, and has registered a number
of achievements in the last two years of
implementation.
The project that started in June 2007

runs up to April 2010, and by then, we
shall have succeeded in including Accessibility Standards in the building laws of
Uganda. We shall then have the difficult
task of creating awareness among engineers, architects, planners, property developers, etc. This task will be ongoing
for many years, and we hope that in the
process, Government buildings, hospitals,
schools, hotels and restaurants, banks,
places of entertainment, etc will become
more accessible. We also hope that as
old buildings get renovated and reconstructed, contractors and other concerned people will implement the Accessibility Standards to the extent possible.
Currently, accessibility to the physical
environment is by chance. We expect
this to change in the long run whereby
lack of accessibility will be an exception.

its branches countrywide accessible.

It has now become a practice that whenever we hold IDD celebrations, a team
from UNAPD goes in advance to carry
out accessibility audit involving on-spot
assessment of accessibility of hotels,
restaurants, public halls, government
buildings, and give advise on ways to
make them more accessible. This was
done in Nebbi District, the venue for the
2007 IDD celebrations and repeated in
Mbarara District, the host for the 2008
IDD celebrations. The result of the audit
in both districts is that many services
providers made their places reasonably
accessible and promised to carry out
further accessibility improvements in
future. The project has attracted several
stakeholders and partners like DPOs,
Government institutions and NGOs, who
The Accessibility Project has been intro- have come to support UNAPD, hence
duced to the eight project districts of strengthening our efforts to create an
Kampala, Wakiso, Yumbe, Nebbi, Kap- accessible environment.
chorwa, Soroti, Masindi and Hoima,
The Ministry of Gender has promised to
where members have been mobilised to annex UNAPD Accessibility Standards to
form district and sub-county associations,
with interim leaderships. Members have the Regulations to Operationalise the
PWDs Act 2006, that are being develbeen trained in several advocacy skills in oped, so that it becomes mandatory to
order to advocate for their legal rights to
every developer to follo w these stanfreely access every facility for public use dards (read more about standards on
in their areas. Five districts and eight sub- page 9). We also would like to see these
counties that established associations
standards adopted by the Ministry of
have received money from the project Housing and annexed to the Building
Trust Fund to support them in their ad- Control Bill, which is under formulation.
vocacy activities.
Uganda’s ratification of the UN ConvenThis project is beginning to have impact
tion on the Rights of Persons with Disin some of the project districts. In Nebbi abilities in September last year, and availfor example, many public places have ability of many local legislations that manbeen made accessible as a result of the
date services providers to make their
advocacy undertaken in the district. This services accessible, will enable UNAPD
was reinforced by an ultimatum by the and the project to realise our dream.
Mayor of Nebbi for all service providers Article 9 of the Convention requires
to make their places accessible. Many States Parties to take appropriate measother districts have registered some
ures to ensure that PWDs access physiachievements. Through this project, the cal environment and transport facilities.
staff and Board of UNAPD were trained Part IV of PWDs Act requires every serin several accessibility issues and have
vice provider to ensure that his services
used the skills acquired to promote ac- are accessible to PWDs.
cessibility awareness at national level.
As a way forward, I appeal to accessibility
The greatest achievement, however, is advocates to use these laws to lobby for
what we reported in our September- improvement in accessibility in the physiOctober, 2008 issue, where two mem- cal environment. When the Accessibility
bers of UNAPD in Gulu District sued Standards are launched, we have to comCentenary Bank (Gulu Branch), over bine efforts and focus on advocating for
inaccessibility of their branch. The judge operationalisation of the standards in all
ruled in their favour, and the outcome of
relevant sectors of service provision.
this is that Centenary Bank has made all
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DISABILITY RIGHTS PROJECT

Disability Rights Awareness Project kicks off
BY HAMAD LUBWAMA

tion of U.S .A, through
the Disability Righ ts
Implementation of activities for the DisFund. Diana Samarasan,
ability Rights Awareness Project started
Head of DRF, came to
in high gear with sensitizin g of Board
Uganda and met with
members and staff members about the
grantees between FebUnited Nations Convention on the
ruary 16-20, 2006.
Rights of People with Disabilities
Within this time, she
(CRPD).
held meetings with individual gran tees and a
The project is implemented jointly by
two-day workshop,
three DPOs: Uganda National Action on
where grantees were
Physical Disability, Mental Health
trained in the CRPD.
Uganda, and National Association of the
Grantees also shared
Deaf-Blind in Uganda in six districts. The
Participants
attending
the
DRF
workshop
information about how
project is the first of its kind in Uganda,
they are going to impleand will offer best practices and learning
The
projects
districts
are
Rakai
and
Ntument
DRF
projects
activities.
experience to the Disability Fraternity.
gamo
(UNAPD);
Arua
and
Budaka
Activities started on February 13 with a
The first day of the workshop was held
(MHU); and Amuru and Masindi
two-day workshop for the Board and
at Parliament, where Speaker Edward
(NADBU).
staff members from the three organisaSekandi was the chief guest. The Speaker
tions, where participants were introduce The project’s goal is to improve the qual- assured participan ts that Parliament
to the project and sensitized about the
ity of life and enjoyment of disability
would domesticate CRPD that Uganda
CRPD. Prior to this, several meetings
rights by members of the three organisa- ratified last year. He said the Equal Op took place between the three organisa- tions. This is hoped to be achieved by
portunities Committee of Parliament and
tions including designing a Memorandum promoting awareness about the CRPD
the Research Department of Parliament
of Understanding (MoU).
and increasing cap acity of the partners’
were studying Ugandan laws to find out
which ones contradict the Convention,
Each organisation will be responsible for members to advocate for their rights
basing on the CRPD.
so that they can be amended.
implementing project activities in two
districts (three sub-counties per district). The project is funded by TIDES Founda-

READERS’ PLATFORM

Send your views, letters or comments to the Editor, UNAPD Update,
P.O Box 959, Kampala, Email: unapd@utlonline.co.ug

How DPOs can benefit from members
The long-term goal of most disability
projects is to improve the lives of
PWDs through facilitating them to live
independently and to ensure that they
access all necessary services. This calls
for participation by members during
initial stages of project planning. Members need to be involved and consulted
to make sure that the project interventions made emanate from the beneficiaries.
However, in my recent survey in
Uganda and neighbouring countries,
PWDs view service providers as tending to take away their choice and control. They see services as being provided by other people on their behalf.

work directly with PWDs and parents
to ensure that services which are provided to them are those that they need
most. And there is no way you can get
this information when the project
beneficiaries are excluded from the
planning process. I have always argued
that this should be done with the active participation of the consumers
themselves and with an understanding
of disability as a development issue.
Many PWDs have the potential to
make constructive criticisms and come
up with developmental ideas from their
communities.

sons and have information which needs
to be shared.
By feeding information on disability at
community level to DPOs and policy
makers at national level, special interventions can be designed to address
some of the biggest disability challenges
like poverty, unemployment and poor
education.
To the individual PWDs, we must realize that we have to work together as
groups if we are to achieve many
things. We have to work with the Disability Fraternity and not to work
against it. All our dreams can come
true if we have the courage and platTo the DPOs specifically, your respecform to pursue them. Thank you.
tive membership have a key role to
There is enormous potential in PWDs play in the development and capacity The writer is coordinator Mbarara
at local level that governments, DPOs building of your organizations. At com- Disability Association for the Physiand NGOs can exploit. They have to munity level, they are resource per- cally Handicapped

UNAPD VISION: A society where people with physical disabilities are accorded rights enjoyed by all citizens
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UNAPD ACTIVITIES IN PICTURES

Disabled by Kony

Some Board and staff members of UNAPD pose for a group photo with visiting
partners Frede and Birgit of the Danish Brain Injury Association in January 2009.

Irene Laker’s leg was blown off
when she stepped onto a landmine
planted by Kony’s rebels at her
father’s door at night.

Members pose
for a group
photo behind
UNAPD’s exhibition stall during IDD celebration in Mbarara
on December 3,
2008.
A choir of Children
with Acquired
Brain Injury entertains participants
at UBISP Project’s
Annual General
Meeting in Jan 09.

She narrates: “One morning in
2002 when I opened the door of
my father’s house to go to the
bathroom, I was astonished to see
that all the neighbouring grassthatched houses had been burnt at
night. Because our house was ironroofed, it is the only one that survived LRA’s rebel arsonists. However, they planted a land mine
bomb at the doorway so that
when someone opens and steps
on it, it could blow away the only
remaining house. Not suspecting
anything, I stepped out and the
next thing I heard was an explosion that blew me about 10 meters
away from the doorway. The
bomb dug a very big hole and blew
away part of my father’s house. My
right leg was amputated. I currently use an artificial limb.”
Laker is the Treasurer for GuluAmor Land Mine Survivors Group,
an association of persons whose
disability was caused by land
mines. She sues an artificial leg.

UNAPD MISSION: To remove barriers in society that prevent people with physical disabilities from enjoying full rights on an
equal basis with other citizens.
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Unlike other categories of disabilities, physical disability falls under many kinds. The most common
ones, according to UNAPD, are 15. For awareness
purposes, we are going to be educating our members about these disabilities in this forum. In each
edition, we shall publish two kinds of disabilities, beginning with the most common ones.

1. POLIO
W HAT IS POLIO?
Polio is a disease caused by a wild polio virus that attacks
parts of the spinal cord, where it damages nerves that control
movement. The nerves that control movement are called motor nerves. A spinal cord is a cylindrical trunk line of nerves
connecting the brain to all parts of the body. The spinal cord is
‘housed’ in the spine (back born). When the motor nerves are
affected, several or particular parts of the body become weak
(paralysed) and bones become smaller.
W HAT CAUSES POLIO?
As noted above, polio is caused by a virus (a very small organism that causes disease). In areas with poor hygiene and lack of
latrines, the polio infection spreads when the stool (shit) of a
sick child reaches the mouth of a healthy child. Polio is not
caused by curses from gods or witchcraft.
HOW COMMON IS POLIO?
Polio was for many years and in many countries (including
Uganda) the most common cause of physical disability in ch ildren. In some areas, one of every 100 persons may have some
paralysis from polio. Where vaccination campaigns are effective like in Uganda, new polio cases have been greatly minimised. However, there is a threat of new polio infections in
Uganda resulting from the influx of unimmunised refugees
from neighbouring countries like Democratic Republic of
Congo and Southern Sudan where there are political instabilities.

crowded areas with poor sanitary conditions are much more
likely to get polio.

C AN A PERSON WITH POLIO LEAD A NORMAL LIFE
A child with polio has many chances of living a good life if he is
encouraged to do things by himself. His intelligence and mind
are not affected, so he can go to school and study, and earn
most of the skills within his physical limitations. Persons with
polio can also marry and have children since disability does not
affect the reproductive system. A child may need mobility deHOW DOES POLIO BEGIN?
vices such as callipers, clutches, tricycle or a wheelchair deIt begins after signs of a cold and a fever, sometimes with diar- pending on whether the disability is mild or severe.
rhoea and vomiting. After a few days the neck becomes stiff
HOW TO AVOID P OLIO
and painful. After a short time, some parts of the body beThe best way to avoid polio is immunisation. All parents have
come weak (paralysed). However, out of 100 children affected, 30 recover completely from the paralysis, 30 grow up to take their children to health centres for immunisation. Another way is to maintain cleanliness to minimise chances of
with mild paralysis, 10 die while another 30 grow up with seshit (stool) getting into the mouth of other children.
vere or moderate paralysis.
SECONDARY PROBLEMS WITH POLIO
BODY PARTS AFFECTED
The biggest secondary problem is joint contracture. It refers
Paralysis may affect any muscles of the body, but is most com- to shortening of muscles and tendons (cords) resulting into
mon in the legs. The muscles and the bones of the affected
limited or no full range of movement of the limb (leg, arm).
limb become thinner than the other limb. The unaffected arms
Unless preventive measures are taken, joint contractures will
or legs become extra strong to make up for parts that are
form in many paralysed children. Once formed, often they
weak. Polio does not affect the intelligence, mind, feeling and
must be corrected as soon as possible. Contractures can be
reproductive parts of the person.
prevented through exercises, through games, swimming and
W HO DOES IT MOST AFFECT?
other activities that keep limbs moving as much as they can.
Polio more often affects babies between 8-24 months old, but Other secondary polio problems are associated with weight
occasionally, ch ildren up to the age of five are also affected. In
bearing. Supporting the body’s weight on weak joints can
rare cases, polio strikes older children and young adults. Polio
affects boys more than girls but the reason for this is not yet cause deformities such as over-stretched joints, dislocations
and spinal curve. Its advisab le for a polio survivor to control
ascertained. Unvaccinated children especially those livin g in
his weight and not become very fat.
UNAPD VISION: A society where people with physical disabilities are accorded rights enjoyed by all citizens
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OF PHYSICAL DISABILITIES

2. CEREBRAL PALSY
The second common kind of physical disability is Cerebral
Palsy (CP). CP means ‘brain paralysis’. It come from brain
damage that happens before the baby is born, during birth or
after birth. Cerebral palsy affects movements and body position. The whole brain is not affected, only parts of it, mainly
parts that control movement. Once damaged, the parts of the
brain do not recover, nor do they get worse. However, body
movements and related problems can be improved or made
worse depending on how you treat them and the extent of
damage of the brain. CP is now the most common cause of
disability in the entire world after bringing to control
polio (formerly first cause) through vaccination.
HOW TO RECOGNISE CP
♦ At birth the baby is often limp and flo ppy, but may seem
normal.
♦ Baby may not breathe right away at birth, and may turn
blue and floppy. Delayed breathing is a common cause of
brain damage.
♦ Fits or epilepsy (attacks leading to unconsciousness) occur
in most children with CP
♦ Slow development of the child compared to others - slow
to hold up his head, to sit, or move around
♦ Child may not use his hand. Or he may use one hand and
does not begin to use both.
♦ Baby may have difficulties with sucking, swallowing and
chewing. She may often choke or gag.
♦ The body may stiffen when he/she is carried, dressed or
washed or during play.
♦ Baby may be limp that his/her head seems as if it will fall
off. Or he/she may suddenly stiffen like a board so that no
one feels able to carry her
♦ The baby may cry a lot. Or may be very quiet (passive) and
almost never cry or smile

A child with CP is always limp and may grow slowly

♦

Attacks leading to unconsciousness and abnormal bodymovements

TAKING CARE OF CHILDREN WITH C EREBRAL P ALSY
♦ Exercise him/her daily according to the instructions of a
qualified person
♦ Treat/control secondary disabilities such as epileptic fits
and sensory impairments
♦ Feed him/her on a balanced diet, with lots of fruits
♦ Spend time with them and show them more love
♦ Don’t isolate them from other kids
♦ When he/she is attacked by seizures, don’t give drugs or
water during convulsion
IS THERE ANY FUTURE FOR PERSONS WITH CP?
Yes! If rehabilitated and accepted in society, a persons with CP
can live a meaningful life. They can study, work, live independently and produce children without disabilities. CP is not congenital (not hereditary).

C AUSES OF CP
♦ Poor medical (antenatal) care when the mother is pregnant
♦ Some diseases like cerebral malaria, meningitis,
and Sexually Transmitted Diseases may damage the brain
of the baby during pregnancy, or any time after birth
♦ Poor feeding/nutrition by the pregnant mothers
♦ Pronged/delay, or difficulty in labour
♦ Use of unqualified midwives
♦ Wrong use of medicines during pregnancy, or by the
child/person
♦ Distress/trauma/shock
♦ Accidents especially where the head is hit
♦ Brain tumours. i.e. an abnormal swelling that may grow in
the brain
SIGNS OF CP
♦ Weakness in muscles of the neck, arms and legs
♦ Uncontrolled or abnormal movement of muscles
♦ Failure to do things that other children of the same age
are doing like sitting and crawling
♦ Contractures. I.e. failure to bend or straighten some
joints

Peter Sebunya (R) a member of Kanyanya Self Help Group
struggles to reach out and shake hands with Arthur Blick,
UNAPD Vice Chairman, after getting a prize for his dedication in promoting awareness about Brain Injury and Cerebral Palsy. Sebunya got a brain damage 20 years back when
he got brain injury after falling.

UNAPD MISSION: To remove barriers in society that prevent people with physical disabilities from enjoying full rights on an
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First phase of Accessibility Project training completed
BY APOLLO MUKASA
Capacity Buildin g and
Accessibility Project
has completed the
first phase of training
with the districts of
Masindi, Hoima and
Kampala. In November, 2008, the districts of Hoima and
Masindi in western
were
Apollo Mukasa Uganda,
trained
in
various
P.O Accessibility
components of the
project. The train ing star ted with members of Masindi Association for People
with Physical Disabilities (MAPD) before
proceeding for the same with Hoima
Persons with Physical Disabilities Association (HOPPDA), and Kampala District
Association of the Physically Disabled
Persons. The training package in cluded;
introduction to the project, how to become UNAPD members, roles and responsibilities of local branch executive
members, among others.
MASINDI BOOSTED
Masindi is one of the few project districts which h as ever been in volved in
accessibility advocacy through the support of other development partners. The
district held an accessibility demonstration in 2007 which yielded positive results. The Guest of Honour, Charles
Kyamunya (L.C.V Councilor for PWDs),
who closed the workshop, revealed that
in the district’s development plan
(2008/09 – 2010/11), the council p assed
a budget to construct 75 ramps at an
average of 25 ramps per year in all the
district sub-counties.
This indicates th at the project fell on
fertile ground, as local government officials are now aware and appreciate accessibility needs of PWDs. We urge our
members to lobby the district administration to meet this pledge. This gesture
also gives us strengths and hopes for the
successful implementation of the project.
Masindi training attr acted 15 (6 women
and 9 men), including officials from lo cal
government.

Jacob Bona (L) gives 50,000= to Kampala UNAPD chairman, Fred Musulo

introduce the project. 20 participants (15 ticipan ts, many of them PWDs councilmen and 5 women) including some lo cal ors at different levels.
government officials, attended the tr ainKAMPALA MOSTLY AFFECTED
ing, that started on November 20, 2008.
Kampala was the last project district to
Hoima had been experiencing leadership be introduced to the project on January
problems for some time, where the in- 7, 2009. Members, were drawn from all
terim executive had been divided into the five divisions of Kampala. UNAPD
two factions, headed by Rahid Irumba structures in Kampala, just like in other
and Flossy Ayesiga respectively. This had project districts, are not yet well estabhampered the introduction of the pro- lished, but members pledged to work
ject in the district with fears that the hard to strengthen UNAPD Associations
divided leadership may fail to successfully where they exist, or establish powerful
implement the project. UNAPD secre- ones like in Nakawa Division, where
tariat worked together with the regional there is no association yet. Members
Board member, C.Z Oketchogra and noted that Kampala being the Capital
District Union Chairman, Robert Kasan- City, houses many administr ative buildgaki, to resolve the misunderstandings.
ings, hence facin g the biggest accessibility
challenges in the country.
The training hit two birds with one
stone; apart from acquiring knowledge Members vowed to work together with
and skills, it offered a platform for the UNAPD to advocate for their accessibiltwo factions to officially announce their ity righ ts. They said they would start
reconciliation before members. The rec- with Kampala City Council, whose buildonciliation session was witnessed by the ings in all five divisions are not accessible.
L.C.V Councilor for PWDs, Ruhinda The training attracted 20 par ticip ants (5
Araali, who also encouraged all partici- women & 15 men), many of whom are
pants to have the spirit of togetherness active advocates for PWD’s rights. The
in order to strengthen the structures of skills they acquired increased their caUNAPD in the district.
pacity to lobby service providers to appreciate accessibility needs of PWDS.
Irumba and Ayesiga’s supporters agreed
to forget their differences and work to- Members were thrilled when Kampala
gether to make the project a success, City Council Councilor for PWDs, Jacob
and came up with a slogan of “Together Bona, who was the guest of honour, gave
we stand as Hoima.”
them 50,000= to enable them meet
some of the associations requirements.
Although individu al leaders had experiHe also vowed to work together with
enced power wrangles, members apmembers and UNAPD in their efforts to
peared strong, determined and ready to
successfully implement the project. This make Kampala accessible.

RECONCILIATION IN HOIMA
In Hoima, members could not hide their
joy when they received the long-awaited
facilitators from UNAPD, to officially was manifested in a good turn-up of par-
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UNAPD members get trust fund
within their respective areas, and establish democratically elected executive
committees. Most beneficiaries will use
The first batch of the Trust Fund for the round one of the Trust Fund for constiCapacity Building and Accessibility Project tuting their executives.
has finally been dispatched to 13 UNAPD
associations from five out of eight project The fund is targeting UNAPD district
association and five sub-counties in the
districts. The fund was given to five diseight project districts which were trained
trict and eight sub-county associations of
and formed (or will form) associations of
people with physical disabilities that appeople with physical disabilities. The assoplied last year and met the fund’s guidelines. The trust fund was dispatched after ciation can get funds for more than once
in the year depending on successful implea thorough review and assessment of the mentation of their work plan, accountabilapplications by the Programmes Commitity of funds, and submissio n of the reports
tee. The committee has the mandate to
and achievements of intended target reapprove or disapprove the application.
sults.
There were 15 applicants out of which 13
The following were the beneficiaries of
received the money, amounting to
6,240,000=. Two applicants did not meet the trust fund: Hoima Persons with Disabilities Association, Nebbi Association
the requirements for the trust fund and
of Physically Disabled (NAPD),Yumbe
were asked to revise their applications.
District Association of Physically HandiThe fund supports associations to imple- capped (YUDAPH), Kapchorwa District
ment accessibility advocacy activities

BY APOLLO MUKASA

Association of People with Physical Disabilities (KADAPD), Kaproron Association of Persons with Physical Disabilities,
Chema Sub-County Association of Persons with Physical Disabilities, Kapchorwa
Town Council Persons with Physical Disabilities, Wakiso Association of Persons
with Disabilities (WAPD), Wakiso Town
Council Action on Physical Disability,
Nansana Kasimbe Akago Action on Physical Disability, Kakiri Sub-County Association of Persons with Physical Disability,
Wakiso Sub-County Action on Physical
Disability and Masulita Sub-County Action
on Physical Disability.
UNAPD encourages other associations in
the eight project districts of Wakiso,
Kampala, Kapchorwa, Soroti, Masindi and
Hoima, to move faster and apply for the
funds. Soroti District which was trained
in May, 2008 has not submitted a single
application despite continuous encouragement from UNAPD secretariat.

Accessibility Standards near completion
BY APOLLO MUKASA

project necessitated de velopment of
Accessibility Standards for PWDs. UNAPD first developed Accessibility Guidelines after collectin g relevan t information
on accessibility needs and holding consultations with relevant stakeholders. Afterwards, UNAPD together with her p artners of Danisk Handicap Forbund (DHF),
identified an accessibility expert and architect, Rie Ollendorff from Denmark,
who was in the country for seven weeks
(October 20-December 7, 2008). Ollendorff was hired to support UNAPD to
transform Accessibility Guidelines into
Accessibility Standards.

Uganda, the “Pearl of Africa” has one of
the most disability-friendly policies and
laws, includin g the PWDs Act 2006, National Policy on Disability 2006, and the
UN Convention on the Rights of Persons
with Disabilities that the country ratified
last year. All these laws have provisions
on accessibility, wh ich mandates all public
and private service providers to ensure
that their services are accessible to
PWDs.However, despite the existence
of legal instruments, their implementation is still very poor. Accessibility to
Accessibility Standards is a simple docuservices as one of the main challen ges
ment with relevant information and illusfaced by PWDs is still just on paper.
trations with measurements, to guide
UNAPD always stands out in advocating civil engineers to be able to construct
for PWDs accessibility rights so that they accessible buildings.
can access services, which is one their
In order to develop standards which are
main challenges. The organization begun
this struggle with the designing and im- practical in Ugan da’s context, UNAPD
also consulted a local architect, Phyllis
plementation of Capacity Building and
Kobusingye, to support Ollendorff.
Accessibility Project, which advocates for Kobusingye is a member of Uganda Socithe accessibility rights of PWDs. The
ety of Architect and Vice-President of
project is implemented in the eight districts of Kampala, Wakiso, Nebbi, Architect Re gulatory Board of Uganda.
Her contribution to this document has
Yumbe, Masindi, Hoima , Kapchorwa and
made it possible for UNAPD to come up
Soroti
with a document appreciated by all
The successful implementation of this stakeholders.

Several other stakeholders like service
providers, line ministries, architects, and
civil en gineers, among others have been
consulted and have had their valuab le input in this document.
The consultations were aimed at developing standards which are acceptab le to
everyone. UNAPD efforts have been
welcomed by many stakeholders. The
Ministry of Gender, Labour and Social
Development, which is responsible for
disability affairs, has app lauded the s tandards, saying they will greatly contribute
to the implementation of the PWD Act,
National Policy on PWDs, and the UNConvention on the Rights of PWDs.
The ministry has promised in principle to
adopt the standards within the regu lations to operationalise the PWDs Act,
2006 which are bein g developed. When
the Standards are adopted as part of the
law, it will be mandatory for everyone
constructing a building to follow these
standards. UNAPD plans to launch the
standards in April, 2009, at a colorful
ceremony. Implementation of the standards has to begin with PWDs sensitizing
service providers that accessibility is a
right not a favour, and it’s well spelt out
in disability laws of Uganda and the UN
Convention on the Rights of PWDs.

UNAPD MISSION: To remove barriers in society that prevent people with physical disabilities from enjoying full rights on an
equal basis with other citizens.
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UBISP rewards best care givers
BY GODFREY BASOITA
It is always a pleasure
to share some information with you
about the Brain Injury
Support Project
(UBISP). Since I last
communicated with
you in this forum last
year, it is of great
necessity to first conGodfrey Basoita
gratulate you for makP.O UBISP
ing it to 2009. As
2008 wrapped up in a marathon pace,
the New Year is also streaming off like a
racing car . Time is running very fast! But
as often said, “time is fast to the busy
ones”.
P ARTNERS’ VISIT
Talking about the project, the year begun
with many activities to be attended to.
On January 18, UNAPD received its
partners from the Danish Brain Injury
Association (DBIA), Denmark, for a midterm review of the project. Frede Schulz
and Birgit Christiane were hosted for ten
days from January 18-28, during which
period several activities were done. The
partners held several meetings with UNAPD Board and staff, and stakeholders
including Mental Health Uganda (MHU),
Epilepsy Support Association of Uganda
(ESAU), Bead for Life, Community Based
Rehabilitation Alliance (COMBRA), and
the senior management staff of Butabika
Hospital. The discussions were very
fruitful and opened way for a continued
cooperation between UNAPD, partners
and the stakeholders.
GENERAL MEETING
Frede and Birgit also got the opportunity
to visit the Self-Help Groups (SHGs) of
Kanyanya in Kawempe Division, and Kisugu/Bukasa in Makindye Division. They
attended an Annual General Meeting
(AGM) of all the six SHGs. Members of
the SHGs were overjoyed to host and
interact with the partners. Community
volunteers, partners and various stakeholders attended the general meeting
held on January 27, 2009. In this meeting,
members shared their experiences, lessons learnt and challenges faced by various groups. The meeting revitalized
members’ commitment to promoting

issues of Acquired Brain Injury and Cerebral Palsy.
mid-term review. Preparations are in
high gear to start the trainin g for the 12
In the same meeting, caregivers and
SHG members in a tailored course in
SHGs that performed better than others
community based rehabilitation at COM in caring for the PWABIs, and being
BRA. The training will last four weeks,
more innovative in 2008, received prizes.
starting in March 2009.
This was meant to motivate others to do
the same. The prize awarding item on
CBO REGISTRATION
the programme was so interesting, as
I am also working around the clock in
members were thrilled with receiving
supporting SHGs to come up with their
gifts. This was equally the best moment group constitutions and to facilitate their
of Frede and Birgit’s visit. The visit was
registration as community based organiBirgit’s first in Uganda and Africa. She
zations. I will in this quarter spearhead
said she enjoyed every minute that she
the development of a UNAPD concept
spent here. She was particularly impaper that will highlight areas of concern
pressed with the achievements of the
for PWABIs in regard to social services
project.
providers, educationists, and to human
rights activists.
CBR TRAINING
After the mid-tem review, projects acI can’t exhaust everything here, but what
tivities are moving on normally. Commu- I have mentioned is quite important. You
nity visits have started and outreach clin- will hear from me in our next edition of
ics are going on. Project staff have
this newsletter. I also urge you to constarted to follow-up on action points
tribute articles to this newsletter so that
from the meetings held during the
we can also be able to hear from you.

Frede, Birgit and UNAPD Board Vice-Chairman Arthur Blick at the AGM

UBISP members pose for a group photo after receiving their prizes

UNAPD VISION: A society where people with physical disabilities are accorded rights enjoyed by all citizens
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Rheumatism; a weird kind of physical disability
with rheumatism, a disabling disease
characterised by serious joint pains,
swelling of some parts of the body (like
feet and legs), rheumatic fever, and many
other serious complications that can
cripple someone. The disease has no
cure, but there are medicines one can
use to live a better and longer life. The
My appointment to interview Irene Nabi- real cause of rheumatism is not known
fuge for this article is between 9-10am
but it is familial (hereditar y) in some
on a Tuesday. I don’t know the venue
cases – like in Nabifuge’s case. Many perbut I am sure I will get there as she had sons with rheumatism are crippled and
clearly directed me to her home where confined in wheel chairs. “Any one can
the interview is going to take place. At
have rheumatism but it is only those with
9am I disembark the taxi at Namasuba,
strong immunity to the disease that can
only about 200 meters from her home. I survive it,” Nabifuge says, quoting from
don’t head straight there because I have her doctor.
to wait for Harriet Zansanze, a workHOW IT BEGUN
mate whom we have to go together for
Because Nabifuge was born with the
the interview. As Zansanze arrives at
disease, she doesn’t recall how it pained
9:30am, and just as we start to slope
her during infancy, but her mum told her
down, we receive a nice welcome smile
that she complained of pain and could
from a beautiful, jolly face. “You are wel- not be held on the mother’s back like
come!” she says in a lovely tone before I
other children. In 1997 when she was 16
ask her where she was going when she
could hardly walk following a dislocation years, they diagnosed her with sickle
cells at Lubaga Hospital and she begun
of her left leg. “I had to come and pick
treatment for sicklers. “There was no
you to make sure you don’t get lost,”
improvement; pain was just intensifying,”
she says politely.
she says. “They referred me to Mulago
W HAT IS RHEUMATISM?
Hospital, where tastes showed that I was
Nabifuge has lived in intense pain for all a carrier of sickle cells. The results puzthe 27 years since birth. She was born
zled doctors because carriers are not

Irene Nabifuge is the Secretary of
UNAPD Wing for Persons with
Rheumatism. She has lived with this
hitherto unknown but terrible disease that has no cure for all her life
time. She shared her tribulation s
with HAMAD LUBWAMA:

supposed to have pain. They continued
to treat the pain.”
BECOMING DEFORMED
Her legs, hands and fingers getting deformed in 2001 was a blessing in disguise,
as these are the signs that helped doctors to ascertain that Nabifuge was suffering from rheumatism. “I was referred
to the Rheumatology Clinic. Dr. Sekasamba told me it was too late, but he
gave me medicine. After only three days,
I was okay. There was no more pain. I
was referred to a physiotherapist
(professio nal in exercises) who helped
me to bring my legs, arms and fingers
back to the normal shape,” Nabifuge
recalls. The medicine she received was
only to help reduce the pain, and without
it, life is impossible.
MEDICATION AND ITS PROBLEMS
Since then Nabifuge has been and will
continue to be on medication and exercises for the rest of her lif e. “If I don’t
exercise, my legs and arms get crippled
again. When I miss medicine, legs swell,
pain intensifies. Life becomes very difficult,” she says. “My fingers are deformed
because the exercise that was recommended to keep them in shape is so
painful. I abandoned exercising the fingers.”
To Pg 12

Youth excel at fair as UNAPD selects 2009 global liners
resented UNAPD at the Youth Fair organized by the International Republican
Institute from November 28-29, 2008.
Am pleased to share The fair aimed at providing an opportuwith you the Wings
nity for the youth to develop in leaderProject activities that ship skills and provide a platform for
have taken place since them to expose their potentials to key
November last year, potential employers and the public. The
when our last edition youth participated in the debate and
of UNAPD Update
quiz. Julius Maganda from UNAPD
was published. Among emerged the second best debater and
the most important
won an MTN cap, T-shirt, calculator and
activities is that UNa game pad.
H. Zansanze APD signed MemoP.O Wings randa of Understand- Two youth: Irene Nabifuge and Julius
ing with the Youth and Maganda were selected to particip ate in
the six-month training in disab ility advoPersons with Rheumatism Wings respeccacy, democracy and human rights issues
tively. The memoranda spell out working at Egmont School in Denmark. Their
relations and expectations between UNnames were forwarded for consideration
APD and the Wings.
Four youth with physical disabilities rep- for this year’s intake. E ach year, UNAPD

BY HARRIET ZANSANZE

has been sending two youths for this
course.
Still talkin g about the youth, 11 members of the Youth Wing Drama Group
particip ated and performed at the International Day for Persons with Disabilities
celebrations held in Mabrara on December, 3, 2008. The participan ts were
thrilled with the performance of the
dram group.
I participated in the exposure visit to
Kenya, organized by the National Un ion
of
Women
with
Disabilities
(NUWODU). From the visit, I got an
insight into issues related to empowerment of women in a gender perspective,
and how women issues are gendered
specially when designing gender responsive plan(s).

UNAPD MISSION: To remove barriers in society that prevent people with physical disabilities from enjoying full rights on an
equal basis with other citizens.
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Nabifuge’s tribulation with rheumatism
From pg 11
How safe and costly medicine is bothers
her. “Some medicine and tastes are so
expensive. In addition, medicine has a lot
of side effects. I got ulcers and kidney
problems because of medicine,” she says.
She is supposed to take an x-ray test
every after two months to find out the
ratio of normal cells to ‘abnormalrheumatic’ cells in her body. For her to
live, normal cells are supposed to be
much more that the rheumatic cells.
When normal cells are found to be reducing, there is a medicine she takes to
increase them. She takes medicines like
aspirin in high doses to kill pain, but aspirin has much acidic and causes ulcers.
Other pain killers she takes include zycel,
zerodel, brustan, ibrofen, among others.
She also takes methotraxate (to prevent
cancer), sulzoprin (reduces severe pain)
and omeprazole (controls ulcers), but
some of this medicine is very expensive.
“Each table t of sulazoprin costs 1500 and
you have to take two each day (90,000 a
month). There is a time when I bought
just one type of medicine at 280,000/= to
take me just for 15 days,” she says. She
also used to take chrolo quin daily to
prevent herself from being attacked by
rheumatic fever but had to abandon it
because it was making her lose her sight.
W ORKING FOR DRUGS
Nabifuge spends all what she earns on
medicine, and she is lucky that in spite of
being a very ‘expensive’ child to raise up,
her parents gave her the necessary education, gradu ating with a Diploma in Education from Kyambogo University. She is
now a teacher at Kako S.S .S, Masaka. “I
earn some money but it is not enough to
maintain me and my medication. So my
parents have to top up. The doctor advised me to stop teaching, but how can I
survive when am not getting money?
Someone can’t provide you with everything; you have to top up?” she says.

most of the chores for her self. And she
is not sure whether she will get a husband and have her own children and family. “I don’t think (I will have children)
unless when God does a miracle. I am
very expensive to maintain, so how can I
maintain my family?” she wonders.

Irene Nabifuge’s fingers keep on
becoming more crippled

months,” she says.
Indeed, I held this interview with her on
February 10, when schools had opened
on February 2, but she had not reported
back to school for the new term because
she had got a dislocation in her left knee
joint as a result of falling.
JOB CHALLENGES
Nabifuge’s main challenges are holding a
piece of chalk, standing for a long time
and stigmatisation. “Because my fingers
can not straighten, I find problems holding the chalk. And the legs start to pain
or swell when I stand for a long time
while teaching,” she says. “When I had
just started teach ing, students curiously
looked at me and my deformed fingers
but they got used to me with time.
Sometimes I hide my fingers but sometimes I don’t mind.”
She faced the biggest challenges when
she was still in school, as fellow students
laughed at her because of her sickness.
“When I got fever or a cough, students
could think otherwise and laugh at me.
They thought I had T.B,” she laments.

MUM OR GOD?
Because she is normally attacked by
Nabifuge attributes most of her success
rheumatic fever, she usually absconds
to her family. “I don’t know what to do
from duty but her fellow teachers and
for my mum. She is my earthly god. My
headmaster endure with her. “If I had a family has been so supportive and helpful.
headmaster who doesn’t understand me, They carry or feed me when I cannot.
I would have been sacked long ago. Like They have paid my bills. They have cared
in 2008, I taught for a few months beand loved me,” she says.
cause I was sick most of the time but I
Because she is normally sickly coupled
received my full salary for all the
with her deformed fingers, she can’t do

DEATH OF SISTERS
Two of her senior sisters are thought to
have died of this disease because they
suffered from sim ilar complications but
died early. Most health workers are not
familiar and could not diagnose rheumatism. “May be if the disease had been
diagnosed, they would have got medicine
and stayed longer like me,” Nabifuge
regrets. Rheumatism sometimes is genetic and runs in the family.
PATIENTS STRANDED

Uganda currently has no specialist doctor
treating rheumatism. The only two specialist who used work in the Rheumatology Clinic in Mulago Hospital, are both
reportedly out of the country. Dr. Sekasamba is now working in South Africa
while Dr. Medie Sebuliba is said to be
abroad for further studies. No any other
hospital or clinic in the country can diagnose or treat rheumatism. In 2005, there
were over 800 persons with rheumatism
receiving treatment from Mulago but
their fate is now unknown.
“Many patients used to come for treatment but now they are very few since
Dr. Sekasamba left. Patients used to
come from every part of Uganda but
were frustrated when they kept on
spending their transport to come to Mulago and receive no treatment because
the doctors had left the country. They
gave up. I don’t know what happened to
them,” Nabifuge says. “Most patients
were crippled with various deformities,
confined in wheel chairs and complaining
of intensive pain”.
ANOTHER DISABILITY
As if rheumatism was not enough, God
added other ‘fates’ on Nabif uge. In November 2008, she survived small pox but
not the numerous scars that the sickness
left all over her body. And on February
1, 2009, she fell and dislocated her left
knee joint. However, in spite of all these
challenges, Nabifuge is still hopeful that
one day, everything may chan ge and live
a better life.
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